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“CapitalGate” Is the Problem, Not “RussiaGate”:
The Imperial System of Global Capitalism is Under
Threat
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“Under existing conditions, private capitalists inevitably control, directly or indirectly, the
main  sources  of  information.  It  is  thus  extremely  difficult,  and indeed in  most  cases  quite
impossible,  for  the  individual  citizen  to  come  to  objective  conclusions  and  to  make
intelligent use of political rights.” – Albert Einstein

While  the  professional  class  minority  employed  in  sustaining  the  multi-million  dollar
Russiagate fiasco has financially cleaned up, one has to sympathize with the slightly larger
minority of innocent citizens who missed their therapy appointments in order to watch or
listen to the incredibly boring, pointless and nearly unending game-of-drones latest chapter,
called “Mueller’s Testimony”.

The overwhelming majority of Americans only took note of this programming for the puerile
when tuned into other social and anti-social media belching up enormous amounts of this
brain dissolving gas. But both the minority under forceful brain assault and the majority not
paying any attention are kept from far more serious events and issues that warrant all our
consideration.

While one of the ruling class parties is under forced obsession with the fiction of Russiagate,
both  parties  are  moving ahead either  in  blissful  ignorance or  saber  rattling  madness,
towards  war  in  the  Middle  East  for  Israel,  while  increasing  finances  for  Israel,  suppressing
American freedom of speech for Israel, and throwing in some mental assault on China to
take a little attention off Russia and put it on the other alleged major menace.

The imperial system of global capitalism is under greater threat than ever, with competition
originating in new forms, nations and cultures everyday. What’s a ruling minority to do but
further coerce its minions under thought control while slaughtering foreigners whenever and
wherever  possible,  even as  that  becomes more  problematic?  The twenty  first  century  has
created even bigger problems for minority rule than the last one did.

As if the repercussions of the Russian revolution in 1917 weren’t bad enough for the empire,
the Chinese revolt thirty-two years later caused greater nightmares in the West. While
seemingly controlling these two major revolutions in part by boycotting, sabotaging and
engaging them in proxy wars, Iran’s 1979 Islamic revolution was immediately seen as a
threat by the US and its new imperial partner Israel, with forebodings of doom at this Middle
Eastern national force taking control from its colonial rulers. Iran offered a newer adversary
driven  by  religion  as  well  as  political  economics,  and  could  become  a  local  power
threatening to Israel such as had never existed before. Naturally, the global twins of terror
were alarmed and that alarm has grown as has Iran’s stature and power in the area and the
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world. And even the end of the soviet union, seen as a victory for the short sighted west,
has resulted in a rebuilt Russian force and renewed assumption of a role as world power,
bringing revival of all the dumbest forms of past anti-communism this time directed at a
seemingly worse enemy: capitalism!

Meanwhile, China underwent a massive reform and became a capitalist economic system
under the control of a communist party, thereby experiencing an incredible measure of
growth quite shocking to the west and causing more need to fear the end of euro-ruled
environmental destruction in a more equitable –if that’s possible – exercise of market forces
under the domain of an authority putting the public good before private profit. What are the
ruling powers to do?

Elect a totally un-related to the political establishment egotistical rich boob as president,
whose ego speaks so honestly he is all but totally destroying the usual hypocritical political
protocol, and having failed miserably by allowing that to happen, blame it all on Russia. And
call  the greatest friend Israel has ever had in the white house a tool of..  guess which
country? While past presidents toed the Israeli line in deference to the power of the Israeli
lobby, this one doesn’t need their money and actually believes the mythology. Ruling power
is really in a quandary and so must reduce the population to even greater confusion than
usual, making Einstein’s opening quote almost an understatement.

Thus we have a nation in debt for 23 trillion dollars, mostly spent making a tiny minority
wealthy beyond belief while buying a massive military with hundreds of foreign bases and
enough munitions to destroy the entire planet, including Trump’s ego. This while numbers of
America’s homeless increase by the minute, personal consumer and student debt are in the
trillions, and the economy is said to be booming, once again assuring that it makes great
sense to rely on a market under control of private profiteers and claim democracy, equality
and peace on earth good will to all as the outcome of such deranged lunacy.

Meanwhile, we hear that the oaf in charge is a sexist – he leaves the seat up in the toilet – a
racist – he probably has more lower income supporters “of color” than upper income types
of color or no color can imagine – and anything but the danger of policy in the middle east
getting  beyond  usual  wretched  American  anti-Semitism  towards  Palestinians,  and
threatening to further alienate more of the world from the monstrous entity our propaganda
claims as humanity’s hope while most of the world sees us as the greatest threat to peace
and global security imaginable.

So, look for ever more details of Trump’s guilt in working for Russia – not Israel – hiding his
tax forms so we won’t learn he is rich– who knew? – and how he is strengthening America’s
greatest menace, alienated guys with shaved heads and swastika tattoos who are making it
difficult for guys who ride in limos and deal billions of dollars in stocks and bonds every day
in service to their masters who use some of the profits to pay media stenographers to fill our
heads  with  important  info  about  Russia  taking  over  our  electoral  process  from  the
billionaires who previously owned it and are now reduced to watching some measly little
Russian online operation of market hustlers spending something like a hundred thousand
dollars – wow! – to affect the outcome of the multi billion-dollar market mall we’re told is our
democracy.

The American dollar’s power is going the way of all forms of previous domination and many
nations are banding together to confront what the American people should be dealing with:
bringing our nation under the control of its people, not just its minority ruling class, before
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the rest of the world has to do it for us. It’s going to have to happen to save humanity and
we’d be much better  off affecting that  transformation ourselves,  rather than be distracted
further by more nonsense from consciousness control about Russia. Our problems are the
climate calamity threatening all of humanity, Wall Street, the Pentagon, congress, the White
House, and especially the market under minority control which is responsible for all of them.
The famous socialist thinker quoted at the beginning was talking about something more
recently called fake news, but whatever the label, he had it right and it’s still true.
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